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ON THE EXISTENCE OF A COMPLEX ALMOST
CONTACT STRUCTURE

BY YHUJI SHIBUYA

§ 1. Introduction.

A complex manifold of complex dimension 2m-hi is said to be a complex
contact manifold if it admits an open covering {OJ such that on each Ox there
is a holomorphic 1-form γt with γιA(dγι)

mΦθ and on Oιr^OJΦφ, Ti=fuTj for
some non-vanishing holomorphic function fZJ. In general such a structure is not
given by a global 1-form γ in fact, this is the case for a complex manifold if
and only if its first Chern class vanishes [7]. It is also shown in [7] that the
structural group of the tangent bundle of a complex contact manifold is reduci-
ble to (Sp(rn)<g)U(ΐ))xU(ΐ). Standard examples of complex contact manifolds
are the odd dimensional complex projective space PC2m+\ the complex projective
cotangent bundle of a complex manifold, etc.. (See [3], [7].)

On the other hand, some of complex contact manifolds are base spaces of
principal fibre bundles with 1-dimensional fibres and real contact 3-structure.
A typical example of this is a Hopf map £ 4 m + 3 — > pc2m+1. Generalizing this
situation Ishihara and Konishi studied in [5] fiberings with 1-dimensional fibres
of a manifold with real contact 3-structure and defined in the base space a new
structure called a complex almost contact structure. In [2] an equivalent defini-
tion is given in terms of global tensor fields. The structural group of the
tangent bundle of a complex almost contact manifold is also reducible to
(Sp(m)(g)U(X))xU(X). The notion of a complex almost contact structure is
naturally weaker than that of a complex contact structure. In fact, a manifold
with a complex contact structure admits a complex almost contact structure,
and the converse is true if the complex almost contact structure is normal
[5], [6].

Let M be a complex manifold of complex dimension 2m + 1 . Let 0= {OJ be
an open covering of M. We say, in this paper, M has a ώ-structure if the
structural group of the tangent bundle of M is reducible to (Sp(m)®U(ϊ))xU(ϊ),
that is equivalent to the existence of a local 2-form Ωτ of type (2, 0) on each Ov

such that (£?J m ^0 and a non-vanishing function ftj^U(l) such that Ωι=fιJΩJ

on
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The existence of a real almost contact structure is discussed by Hatakeyama
[4]. In this paper we generalize his result to the complex case and prove that
the existence of a β-structure is a sufficient condition for the existence of a
complex almost contact structure.

§2. Decomposition of GL(n, C).

Let H+(n) denote the set of all positive definite hermitian (n, 72)-matrices.
Then H+(n) is naturally imbedded as a real analytic submanifold in the general
linear group GL(n, C), and its analytic structure is defined by the components
of its element. Let U(n) denote the unitary group with usual analytic structure.
Both H+(n) and U(n) are considered to act on n-complex variables. Algebraically
it is well known that any ΛeGL(n, C) is written in one and only one way as
the product λ=ηu of η^H+(n) and υ^U(n), thus the components of η and υ of
the decomposition of λ depend continuously on those of λ. In this section we
check this decomposition is in fact analytic. First we prove

PROPOSITION 1. Let Φ be a map from the product manifold H+(n)xU(n) to
the group GL(n, C) defined by

+{n), υ^U(n).

Then Φ is an analytic map, and its differential map dΦ is everywhere an onto
isomorphism.

In order to prove Proposition 1 we begin with the following

LEMMA 1. Let η be an element of H+(n). Then the characteristic values of
the linear map ad{rj): gΐ(n, C) — > QΪ(π, C), defined by

ad(η)L=7]Lτj~\ L e g ΐ O , C),

are all positive numbers.

Proof. Since η belongs to H+(n), the characteristic values of η are all
positive real numbers, which we shall denote by az (i=l, •••, n). According to
a classical result, there is a unitary matrix v such that vηv'1 is a diagonal
matrix δ whose diagonal components are the α t's. Since ad{η)=ad(v)~1ad{δ)ad(v)
the characteristic values of ad(η) are equal to those of ad(δ) and hence, by
direct computation, equal to the n2 real numbers aιaJ~

1 (i, j = l, •••, n), which
are all positive real numbers. q. e. d.

COROLLARY. Let A be a skew hermitian (n, n)-matrιx and η be an element
of H+(n). If ΎJA is a hermitian matrix, then A=0.
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Proof. If τ]Λ is a hermitian matrix, then

ηA=tηA=tΆtη = —Λη,

that is ad(η)A=—A. Thus A=Q by Lemma 1. q. e. d.

Proof of Proposition 1. Φ is an analytic map because H+(n) and U{ri) are
real analytic submanifolds of GL(n, C) and the multiplication of the elements of
GL(n, C) is algebraic. In order to prove dΦ is everywhere an onto isomorphism
we have only to prove that the differential map dΦ is univalent since the
dimensions of H+(n)xU(n) and GL(n, C) are both equal to 2n2. Let X be a
tangent vector to H+(n)xU(n) at a point (η, υ) which is tangent to a para-
meterized curve (η+tB, υexptA), where A is skew hermitian and B is
hermitian. Then dΦ(X) is given by

H

Assuming dΦ(X)=0, we have ^>lί>+5L>=0 and therefore rjA—— B, which means
ΎJA is hermitian. Applying the preceding corollary, we have A=0 and so B=0,
which shows dΦ is univalent. q. e. d.

Since dΦ is univalent, there exists an analytic inverse map of Φ (p. 80 [1]),
which we denote by Ψ. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 2. Any complex regular matrix λ can be written in one and
only one way as the product λ—ηu of a positive definite hermitian matrix η and
a unitary matrix υ. The map

Ψ: GL(n,C)—>H+(n)xU(n)

defined by this decomposition gives an analytic homeomorphism of GL(n, C) to
H+(n)xU(n) with respect to their usual analytic structures.

Remark. It easily follows from Propositions 1 and 2 that any λ^GL(n, C)
can also be decomposed analytically in one and only one way as λ=υ'η', where
O't=U(n) and η'eίH+(n).

§ 3. Existence Theorem.

Let (M, F, g) denote a complex manifold of odd complex dimension 2 m + 1
(^3) with complex structure F and hermitian metric g and let M be covered by
a system of coordinate neighborhoods 0={Oτ). We shall suppose M has a
β-structure.
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Since Ω% is of rank 2m, if we set

Dι(p)={X;X£ΞTp(Oι),τ(X)Ωi=0} for any p<=Otf

where τ(X)Ωt is defined by (τ(X)Ωι)(Y)=Ωι(X, Y) for any Y^Tp(Oι), then
the correspondence p^Dt(p) gives a distribution Dv on each Ox of complex
dimension 1 and of class C°°. The condition Ωi—fιjΩJoτiOιΓ\OjΦφ,^]\ere fl} is
a non-vanishing function, shows that Di=Dj on OiΓ\OJf that is, Z^ is globally
extended to a distribution D on M of complex dimension 1 and of class C°°.

On each 0* we can choose a field of unitary frames {En, •••, Ei2m, AΓJ of
class CTO with respect to g such that the last vector Nt belongs to the distribu-
tion D. The transformation of the field of such unitary frames on Oιr\OjΦφ is
of the form

/- 0

0
0, - 0 , τ\3

\ 0, - 0 , ΨX1J

where τιj^U(2m), τ\j^U(ΐ) and τtJ denotes the complex conjugate of τιJ.
The matrix Wt consisting of components of the form Ωx relative to the field

of unitary frames defined on 0$ has the form

(

- 0 ,

0

0
0

0,

0

ωx

•••0,

0

0
0

where ωt is a regular (2 m, 2m)-skew symmetric matrix. As a consequence of
Proposition 2, ωj is written as

(3.1) <Wί=£ί*t

where ζi^H+(2m) and σi^U(2m), and the components of £» and σ t depend
analytically on those of ŵ . So if we set
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y .=

ί

0,

0

•••0,

0

0
0

- 0 ,

0

0

0
0

then (3.1) is equivalent to

(3.1)' WX=ZXΣV

Since coi is a skew symmetric matrix and σι^U(2m), we have

ξχδi=-tσt

tξι=-σι-
ιtξι

and thus

On the other hand it is easily checked

σ;ίtξισi(ΞH+(2m), -σ^σ-

Therefore by the uniqueness of the decomposition we have

ξί

:=σ~ltξισι, i.e., σiξi=
tξισι

and

(3.3) oτσi=—I2m.

Where Ik denote the unit (k, ̂ )-matrix. The condition (3. 3) is equivalent to
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Next, the relation Ωi=fιJΩJ on OιΓ\OjΦφ is represented as

ττ/ — ί y *f W T

where

or equivalently as

JlJ 1 27Π+1

0 h

0

-ί 27Π + 1

relative to the field of unitary frames defined on Oτ. If we substitute (3.1) to
this relation, we have

Since tτιjζJfιj^H+(2m) and fi/fιJσJτιj^U(2m), by the uniqueness of the
decomposition of this type, we have

(3.4)

or

(3.4/

ζ i^Tij ξj τtJ, σi—τί}fιj σ3 τιjf

i— Tij Zj TtJ, Σi—Tij1 *jtJ Σj TtJ.

Thus, there is a global (0, 2)-tensor field g of class C°° on M defined by the set
{Zι;Oi<^O}. (See [8].) Since each ξt is positive definite, g is regarded as a
positive definite hermitian metric on M. Also there is a local (1, l)-tensor field
d of class C00 and of rank 2m defined by Σx on each Ox in such a way that
the condition Gi=ftjGj is satisfied on Oιr\OjΦφ.

Now, we shall define on each Ox vector fields Ux and Vt, 1-forms ux and vx

and (1, l)-tensor field Hι respectively by
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(3.5) Ut=Nl9

Vi=-FN%,

ui=c(Uι)g,

Vi=c(Vι)g,

Ht=-FGt.

Then from (3. 2), (3. 3)', and (3. 5) the following relations are easily varified:

FUt=-Vt9 FVi=Ut,

g(Ux, Ut)=g(V%, 70=1, g(Ulf Vt)=0,

GiF=-FGί=Hι, HtF=-FHi=-Gi,

(3.6) GiUi=GiVi=HιUi=HιVι=0,

Gi

2=Hl

2=-I+ul<g)Ui+vl®Vl,

HιGi=-GίHi=F+ui®Vi-vi®Uι.

Furthermore, taking account of τιj^U(2m), T'IJGU(1) and fτj(=U(l) on Oιr\OJ

Φφ, and by (3.4), we obtain

( Ui=aUj+bVj, , Gi=cGjJrdHJ,
(3.7) \ \

1 Vi=-buj+avj ι Hi=-dGj+cH,.

where a, b, c, and d are real valued functions satisfying a2+b2=l, and
c2+d2=l.

The preceding argument shows that the set {(Olf ulf vlf Gif Ht) : 0^0}
defines a complex almost contact structure on M. Thus we have

THEOREM. Let (M, F, g) denote a complex manifold of odd complex dimen-
sion 2m+l (^3) with complex structure F and hermitian metric g. If M has a
Ω-structure, then there are a hermitian metric g and a complex almost contact
structure on M.

Remark. The significance of the Theorem proved in the preceding way is
that if we suppose the original hermitian metric g and 2-forms Ωt's are of class
Cω, then we get a hermitian metric g and (1, l)-tensor fields G/s of class Cω.

It might be convenient to have a metric g satisfying g{GιX, Y)=—g{X, GiY)
and g(HtX, Y)=—g(X, HtY) on each Ot. We get such a metric from g in the
Theorem in the following way.

First we define gt on each Ox by

(3.8) g%{X, Y)=g(X, Y)+j{g(GtX, GιY)+g(HιXf HXY)}.
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Then by (3.7) we see gt(X, Y)=gj(X, Y) on Oιr\OjΦφ. This shows that g% is
extended to a global metric, which we denote by g. It is easily checked that g

satisfies the required conditions on each Olf namely, g(GiX, Y)=—g(X, GiY)

and g(HtX,Y)=-g(X, HtY) as well as g(FX, Y)=-g(X, FY). However
changing metrics of this type does not affect the definitions of Uτ, Vt, uιt and
Vi. In fact, this is easily checked by (3. 5) and (3. 6).

Remark. By slightly modifying the argument in this section we have the
following:

Instead of a β-structure, if there is on each Ox a 2-form Ωx of type (2, 0)

satisfying (Ωι)
nΦθ (n^m) and Ωi=fιJΩJ, fιj^U(l) on O%Γ\OjΦφ, then there is

a hermitian metric g on M such that the non-zero eigenvalues of each Ωx with

respect to g are only i and —i. (See (3.3)'.)
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